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With this letter, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. ("MHI") transmits to the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission ("NRC") a document entitled "Revised Response to Request for
Additional Information No. 841-6055 Revision 3."

Enclosure 1 is the revised response to Question 03.04.01-29 contained within Reference 1.
This response is being resubmitted to update the impact on Design Certification Document
("DCD") and the markup pages to the DCD. This response supersedes the response to
Question 03.04.01-29 previously transmitted in Reference 2. The response to the other
question in Reference 2 is not changed by this document.

Please contact Mr. Joseph Tapia, General Manager of Licensing Department, Mitsubishi
Nuclear Energy Systems, Inc. if the NRC has questions concerning any aspect of this
submittal. His contact information is provided below.
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Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, LTD.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

12/26/2012

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 841-6055 REVISION 3

SRP SECTION: 03.04.01 - INTERNAL FLOOD PROTECTION FOR ONSITE
EQUIPMENT FAILURES

APPLICATION SECTION: 3.04.01

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 10/18/2011

QUESTION NO.: 03.04.01-29:

DCD Tier 2, Section 3.4.1.5, "Evaluation of Internal Flooding," outlines the flood evaluation
process used in the internal flooding analysis for the US-APWR design. This section
identifies the following flooding events that were considered in the analysis:

* Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)
* Earthquake
* High-Energy Line Break/Moderate Energy Line Break (HELB\MELB)
* Fire Fighting Operations

While the DCD states that the above events are considered, and identifies the events that
were used in determination of the maximum flood height in the various plant areas subject to
internal flooding, the DCD did not provide the basis for the assumption used in determining
these applicable flood levels. An example would be flooding resulting from fire fighting
operations in the reactor building. In the DCD, it is indicated that the quantity of flood water
associated with fire-fighting activities is based on operation of two hose stations for two
hours, assuming a 125 gpm flow rate per hose station. The basis for the assumption of two
hose stations, and the assumption of a flowrate of 125 gpm per hose station for two hours is
not provided in the DCD. Another example where the DCD has limited information is on the
HELB/MELB evaluations. HELB/MELB is considered in the evaluation, and the HELB
contribution to flood levels are shown in some areas but there is no indication on when
breaks and cracks in moderate energy lines were considered, or how they were evaluated.

In order for the staff to evaluate if safety-related SSCs are adequately protected form internal
flooding, as required by GDCs 2 and 4, the applicant is requested to provide following
information:

1. Provide, and include in the DCD, the basis for assumptions made for evaluating flooding
due to fire fighting operations, including the bases for the number of hose stations
assumed, the flow rates for those stations for all areas where fire fighting operations
were assumed, and the 2 hour duration.

2. Discuss how high and moderate energy line breaks and cracks were accounted for in
their analsysis. Include information on which breaks were accounted for in each area,
and how the release rates and durations were determined for the high and moderate
energy line failures.

Additionally, the flooding analysis should be made available for NRC audit.
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ANSWER:

[Item No.1]

The water volume discharged during fire fighting operation is evaluated under reasonable
assumptions in light of the industrial common knowledge with sufficient conservatism. Two
hose stations are not necessarily available in all fire areas, but are assumed for
conservatism. The flow rate of 125 gpm per hose station is estimated with a hose station
that can be handled by untrained persons. The assumption of a two-hour duration as well as
that of two hose stations is extremely conservative for fire fighting in one room, and is
consistent with the Section 3.2 of RG 1.189.

Furthermore, the above-mentioned assumptions are in line with the other precedent design
certifications.

MHI will provide the basis for the assumptions made for the fire protection activity in the DCD.
See the Impact on the DCD.

[Item No.2]

The flooding caused by HELB/MELB is evaluated in accordance with the criteria provided in
DCD Tier 2, Section 3.6, "Protection Against Dynamic Effects Associated with Postulated
Rupture of Piping." Since a LOCA represents the worst case flooding event in the
containment vessel, postulated line breaks in the reactor building (R/B) or power source
buildings (PS/Bs) are discussed below.

High energy line breaks

Water-containing high energy lines with nominal diameters of more than 1 inch are evaluated
as potential water sources in the flooding evaluation. Such lines belong to chemical and
volume control system (CVCS), feedwater system (FWS), or steam generator blowdown
system (SGBDS). The volume of water discharged from these lines in the event of HELB is
calculated as follows.

CVCS in the RIB RCA west area

Letdown line, charging line, and seal water injection line run through the west radiological
controlled area (RCA) of the reactor building (R/B). Flow rate from postulated pipe
rupture (Q) is calculated with,

Q= 2gAH .............................................. (1)
E K

where g is the gravitational acceleration, LH is the hydraulic head at the break point, ZK
is loss coefficient, and A is flow area. AH and A are assumed to be the design pressure
of the line, and internal cross-section of the pipe, respectively. ZK of 1.5 is conservatively
applied.

The discharge from the three lines is assumed to continue until the broken line is
automatically isolated in response to low water level alarm of the pressurizer. Therefore,
the duration of water release is sum of the time elapsing from initiation of the discharge
to activation of the alarm, and from the alarm and closure of an isolation valve. The
former is calculated based on the flow rate given above, and the latter is assumed to be
5 minutes for conservatism.

On the basis of the assumptions above, the break in charging line will result in 15,000 ft3

of flooding water, the largest amount among the three lines. This obtained value is
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conservative also in that the design pressure, instead of operating pressure, is chosen as
the pipe internal pressure and assumed to remain constant throughout the discharge.

While the above mentioned three lines run between 81 F and 2F in west RCA of the R/B,
flooding water discharged on between 1F and 2F will immediately flow down to B1MF
through grated floor near the pipes, resulting in no accumulation of water on the upper
floor. As a consequence, the flooding water released following the charging line break
will accumulate on either B1F or B1MF. Since all of the components required to maintain
functionality during a flood event are located within water-tight compartment, the event
will not jeopardize the plant's safety.

FWS in the R/B NRCA west and east MS/FW area

The high energy piping in the MS/FW piping areas comprises main steam, feedwater,
and SG blowdown piping. A rupture of the feedwater piping upstream of the feedwater
check valve represents the worst case flooding scenario in this area. The water volume
released in this event is broken into the water from the SG, the main feedwater pump,
and the main feedwater piping.

1. The volume of water from the SG

Although it is the most likely that the water retained in the SG below the level of the
feedwater nozzle is released, the volume is more conservatively calculated on the
assumption that the water between the narrow range level taps is released. As a
result, the water volume is estimated to be 95 m 3 (3,355 ft3).

2. The volume of water from the main feedwater pump

The volume of water coming from the main feedwater pump is calculated by
multiplying the flow rate in feedwater piping under normal plant conditions and time
duration. The flow rate assumed in the calculation is 2,850 m3/h. It is postulated that
the main feedwater pump keeps pumping the feedwater until the SG low water level
signal automatically trips the pump. This duration is estimated on the basis of

i) Released water volume required to trigger SG low water level signal

ii) Release rate of water from the SG

The water volume i) is 3,355 ft3. The flow rate of discharge from the SG is calculated
with the formula (1).

I_2gAH x A = ý2.32.2[ft/sec2] .37.346[ft] x 1.0[ft2 ] =- 40[ft3/sec]
Q= -K 1.5

The loss coefficient of 1.5 is conservatively applied, and AH of 37.346 [ft] is
determined on the basis of the level difference between the break point and the
upper narrow range level taps. The area of the break is 1.0 ft2, in accordance with
DCD Tier 2, Section 3.6.

Therefore, the time duration between the break and the SG low water level signal is
obtained as,

3,355 [ft3] / 40 [ft3/sec] =- 84 [sec]

Although this calculated duration is shorter than 1.5 min, time duration of 5 min is
applied in the water volume calculation for extensive conservatism. Consequently,
the water volume discharged from the main feed water pump before the signal is,

2,850 [m3/hr] x5[min]/60[min/hr] = 240 [M 3 ]
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3. The volume of water from the main feedwater pipe

The water volume from the main feedwater pipe is calculated on the basis of the
piping volume from the feedwater nozzle of the SG to the main feedwater control
valve, and is 7 M3 . For conservatism, 10 m 3 was applied for the flood evaluation.

In conclusion, the total flood water volume in the west and east MS/FW piping areas at
elevation 76 ft, 5 in calculated as follows.

95 m3 + 240 m3 + 10m 345m 12,180 ft3

SGBDS in the RIB NRCA west and east MS/FW area

High energy lines of SGBDS subject to flooding evaluation run through the MS/FW areas.
Since the HELB of the feedwater piping represents the most severe flooding event in the
areas as mentioned above, the HELB of the SGBDS lines are not postulated.

MHI will provide additional description on the postulation of high and moderate energy line
break as bases for the flood evaluation. See the attachment for DCD impacts.

Moderate energy line breaks

Moderate energy line breaks (through-wall cracks) in pipes with nominal diameters of more
than 1 inch are postulated in the flooding evaluation in accordance with DCD Tier 2,
Section 3.6. Discharged water volumes are calculated with the formula (1), assuming the
flow area is equal to a rectangle one-half the pipe inside diameter in length and one-half the
pipe wall thickness in width.

The water release duration of one hour is applied as the time elapsing from initiation to the
end of the discharge, conservatively assuming that operators start required actions
30 minutes after the initiation, and the operators stop water release in 30 minutes after
starting taking actions.

Threshold values of allowable discharged water volume are set to 4,000 ft3 in both the RCA
and NRCA. Any line the calculated water volume from which exceeds the threshold is to be
designed so that a crack is not required to be postulated in the line by means of route and
support design, in accordance with the criteria provided in Section 3.6. Consequently,
maximum water volume postulated in the event of MELB on which water level calculation is
based is 4,000 ft3 in both the RCA and NRCA.
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Impact on DCD

The DCD Section 3.4 will be revised as shown in the attachment. In addition to the changes
to clarify the above-mentioned bases, other changes to reflect the latest design information
including those related to seismic closure plan are incorporated in the attachment. DCD
markup pages for the impacts on Appendix 3K and Tier 1 are to be submitted in accordance
with "Updated Closure Plan for US-APWR Seismic and Structural Analyses"
(UAP-HF-12238). Markup pages for the impacts on the following parts of the DCD are to be
submitted in a separate document by January 31, 2013.

Tier 1 Section 2.7.6.8.1
Table 2.7.6.8-1

Tier 2 Chapter 3 Table 3.2-2
Figure 3E-2,
Figure 3E-6,

Chapter 5 Figure 5.1-2
Chapter 9 Section 9.2.7,

Figure 9.1.3-2,
Figure 9.2.6-3,
Figure 9.3.3-1,

Chapter 10 Figure 10.4.8-1,

Figure 3E-3,
Figure 3E-9,

Section 9.3.3
Figure 9.2.2-1,
Figure 9.2.7-2,
Figure 9.3.4-1
Figure 10.4.9-2

Figure 3E-5,
Figure 3E-13

Figure 9.2.6-2,
Figure 9.3.2-1,

Impact on R-COLA

There is no impact on the R-COLA.

Impact on S-COLA

There is no impact on the S-COLA.

Impact on PRA

There is no impact on the PRA.

Impact on Topical Report / Technical Report

There is no impact on the Topical Report / Technical Report.
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3. DESIGN OF STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, US-APWR Design Control Document
COMPONENTS, AND EQUIPMENT lAttachment to

IRAI 841-6055t
3.4.1.3 Flood Protection from Internal Sources

The US-APWR SSCs are designed to accommodate the effects of, and to be compatible
with, the environmental conditions associated with normal operation, maintenance,
testing, and postulated accidents, including LOCAs. This subsection addresses the
accommodations made for flooding from internal water sources, specifically from the
following:

• Earthquakes

• Pipe breaks and cracks

" Fire fighting operations

" Pump mechanical seal failures

The combination of events is not considered. However, an earthquake event followed by
fire fighting operations for an earthquake induced fire is considered.

Full-circumferential ruptures of non-seismic piping and failures of non-seismic equipment I DCD_03.04.
,^^• ^.• ;• •.^ DID .. ..... ...... •..:M;. ^ /~o, • . . .. . :. ^.^J :- ,. . ... .. ^ :101-21-2

IUldLtU III LII / UI or powerI sUolur UUilUills •O/Dsi are die LUIIeIU rIU III LII eVdIUdLtUI1 oI

flooding caused by an earthquake. Non-seismic equipmentFPr floaod. ... nt. •cacod by an...
oorthguaft, ogUiPMo1 t or pipo (not olaccifyd as coilmi catogor; I) in the lR/ wro

accu~mod- to- be fully oornpromicad and the total volume of the fluid econtwinid- vithin t-ho
cub jo. -(itP-ont OF Pipe t-.a-.t...but.. So t.h. flod ':o.um.. Equipmo.. or piping m-
GIAcc.flod sc .c-.mio cGatego; I in areas outside of the area of concern is also assumed to
be fully compromised, and if the discharge fluids can not be demonstrated to be excluded
from the area of concern, their volume is included in the flood volume. The US-APWR is
designed for maximum water levels created by internal flooding sources. The internal
flood design accommodates the effects of, and is compatible with, environmental
conditions associated with normal operations, maintenance, testing, and postulated
accidents, including LOCAs.

Water-tight doors are used as protective barriers to prevent flood waters from spreading
to adjacent divisions in various buildings and elevations. ^ ^at.- tight d.,. , ha. . r. . .ot DCD_03.04.

pocition indication 1fo yAcro~rFicati9R and aro periodieelly inapootod and tested to 0 1-32
o.nc"Wo propor fhun-.;ctAlit.Water-tight doors have remote position indication for closure
verification and are subiect to periodic visual inspection and functional testing to help
maintain and demonstrate meetinq their design function. Any aging-related degradation
or fault is identified and repaired. The COL Applicant is responsible for developing DCD_03.04.
inspection and testinga." poF.ieor. , ,d i, .. . . with . pooting procedures diveepe4w 01-32 S01

ac pe- SUcIctiOn 43.6.2.in accordance with manufacturer recommendations so that
each water-tight door remains capable of performing its intended function.

Open pits are isolated within water tight compartments using water tight doors,
penetration seals, and normally closed floor drains. In this manner, flooding effects
caused by open pit water sloshing are considered.

For flood events caused by the postulated failure of piping, defined in Section 3.6, the
rupture of the single worst-case piping in the area of concern is assumed in the flood

Tier 2 3.4-5 Tier 2 3.4-5 Re 2



3. DESIGN OF STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, US-APWR Design Control Document
COMPONENTS, AND EQUIPMENT lAttachment to

RAI 841-6055
analysis for each area of concern. The discharge volume is calculated according to
"Subcompartment Pressure and Temperature Transient Analysis in Light Water
Reactors", American National Standards Institute (ANSI)/American Nuclear Society
(ANS) 56.10-1987, Section 3 (Reference 3.4-6), and is included in the pipe break and
cracks flood evaluation. The structures adjacent to the postulated pipe rupture locations
are also designed for the maximum associated hydrodynamic loads due to a pipe failure
as discussed in Section 3.6. The loads and load combinations are addressed in detail in
Section 3.8.

In the flooding effects from fire fighting operations, water discharged from only fire hose
stations is assumed. The fire fighting operations are assumed to continue for a period of 2 DCD_03.04.

hours from two hose stations, on the basis of the Section 3.2 of RG 1.189, The discharge 01-29
rate of 125 gpm per hose station is agplied, assuming the use of a hose station that can
be handled by untrained personn"l firo fighti .... p.ationc, a dic.harFg r. o•f 1426. gpm i
assumoled- forf a poriod of 2 hourefro-m. tMo hoco statieonc.

Pump mechanical seal failures of concern are limited to the active pumps identified in
Section 3.9. Seal failure is a low probability event based on the use of robust pump
mechanical seals. Additionally, monitoring of mechanical seal water temperature,
pressure, and flow rate across the pump mechanical seals provides the means of limiting
the effects of pump seal failure through early detection and timely corrective action. As
such, pump mechanical seal failure presents a sufficiently low probability of occurrence
and flood volume that it can be credibly ignored.

The formulae and methodology of "Design Criteria for Protection against the Effects of
Compartment Flooding in Light Water Reactor Plants", ANSI/ANS-56.11-1988
(Reference 3.4-7) are used when analyzing flow rates through unusual features such as
stairwells and floor/wall openings.

The areas of concern within the US-APWR are as follows:

R/B

- Inside the PCCV

Systems to be protected within the PCCV are the RCS, the safety injection
system (SIS), RHRS, the CSS, and the containment boundary.

The components to be protected from flooding in the protected systems are
the motor operated components, such as valves and electric/instrumentation
components.

- Outside the PCCV

US-APWR R/B consists of a radiological controlled area (RCA) and a
non-radiological controlled area (NRCA) separated physically by concrete
barrier walls. These concrete barrier walls are designed to preclude flooding
between the RCA and the NRCA. Piping, instrumentation, HVAC duct,
conduit, and cable trays installed through a flood barrier wall are routed above
the maximum flood level or provided with water-tight seals.

Tier 2 3.4-6 Tier2 34-6RevoaR 3



3. DESIGN OF STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, US-APWR Design Control Document
COMPONENTS, AND EQUIPMENT RIAttachment84-65to

" R/B RCA

Systems to be protected in the RCA of the R/B are the SIS, the RHRS, the
CSS, the containment boundary, the safeguard component area HVAC
system, and the annulus air clean up system.

In the systems to be protected, the components to be protected from
flooding are the motor driven pumps, the valves, and the HVAC fans and
dampers, the electric panels, and the electric/instrumentation components
within the relevant system.

Instrumentation for flood detection is installed in the containment annulus
compartment since the compartment houses mechanical penetrations
including piping systems containing water. The instrumentation is
designed to alarm when the annulus compartment is flooded.

R/B NRCA

The NRCA of the R/B adjoins the east and west PS/Bs and the T/B, with
personnel access between all three areas.

The systems to be protected in the NRCA of the R/B are the CCWS, the
emergency feedwater system (EFWS), the electrical panels, the Class 1 E
electric/instrumentation components, and the HVAC fans and dampers for
these systems.

"PS/B DCD_03.04.
01-29

The east and west PS/Bs adioin the R/B.

The equipment to be protected in the east area of PS/B are the A, B, C, and D
train Essential Chiller Units, and A, B, C. and D train Class 1 E GTG.

N A/B

The A/B adjoins the R/B. There are no SSCs to be protected from flooding the
A/B.

" T/B

The T/B adjoins the NRCA of the R/B. The T/B is subject to flooding from a variety
of potential sources including the circulating water, service water,
condensate/feedwater, CCW, demineralized water, and fire protection systems.

The bounding flooding source for the T/B is a break in the circulating water piping.

A break in the circulating water system (CWS) piping would result in water flowing
into the lower elevation of the T/B, elevation -18 ft, 0 in. When the flood water fills
the lower level of the T/B, to prevent the CWS flood volume from affecting R/B
equipment, a flood relief panel system is built into the T/B exterior walls. Passive
actuation of the flood relief panels allows the CWS flood volume to drain out to the
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Flood Events are considered as follows;

Earthquake

Most of the water-containino eouioment and eimia in the RCA of the RIB are

excluded from flooding source because they are designed to withstand Safe
Shutdown Earthquake (SSE). The flood water volume is evaluated on the basis of

DCD_03.04.
01-29

amounts of water contained in or estimated flow rates from other non-seismic
equipment and/or pipingMoct of e-uipmon.. and piping "ant.iod water in the
RCA of tho W•R :selud-ed- fro flooding courc. bocaUco : Jhoc68 compo8nontc

-. ~..L., ~a.i ~5L ~ic.miu uuiouor; or ii. no::o~or. it ic ziccumoa rnit more ic otnor
__ ; _ -- -- II -- __

miccaiianoouc~ owina aecionca ac non ceicm:o. ana inc amount OT water
................. i .... ....

containee by thic piping is considerod as fieed W8te

The amount of water released in the seismic event is 260 ft0 in the east area and
4,400 ft- in the west are....... d by 0th8F m'is"- llaneou- pip.. g :-" 4 ,060 f

High-energy line break/moderate-energy line break (HELB/MELB)

The high energy line in the RCA of R/B consists of the charging line, letdown line.
and seal water iniection line of the chemical and volume control system (CVCS).

DCD_03.04.
01-29

All these lines are not routed within the east side of R/R of the.s, lint-s the line
break in the charging piping in the west side of RIB RCA constitutes the most
severe floodino event. In this event release of water from the c~harinn nininn

continues until the line is automatically isolated. The time required for automatic
closure of an isolation valve after an isolation signal is conservatively estimated to
be 5 minutes.Tho high en.rgy piping in the RC.A o•f 'Bz, csoct of the charing

ppe, eletdwn pipe, And_ oal 8WaNter injection piping 64f1 tho CYCS. GAf th pipn, th
line brea-k ocourcm in tho sharging piping at the 'harging.pup disehargo nozzle.
The WSWter'.Wo~um roleasod by this break concictc of the fellowing

1 no tetai content or tno Vu I - ti f II It"-

I II
L.. * 1 * Y-lS 51S1 *W V r-Nfl..

.Ima L LJ 1V -- A *k 6- 4.m # 46- DIIiA AT ;. I .Ia.... 4.,llha

beak. The g...it. flow rate from the RIA AT. * 11,At -The•-" e-
duration bot'::oo HELB1 and iselation is. taken arc 45 minutoc. Thuc, the
..-- I ... .. ILL= f"ltA/de• A "I" -- -- l --

'.oium of othe K*bA Feleases is 40,v i T"-

The -AcIS, ated pipe, aumod to be 1 00 betweeon the t-wo tankrc and the

The total water volume from this HELB event in the west area is 15,000 ftTh4is-
tota! watfr from th...E E, ,ent i. 11,570 3t.

Moderate energy piping whose failure may leads to discharge of more than 4,000
ft! of water is designed not to be subiect to the pipe break postulation by means of
route and support design. Therefore, the most severe postulated flooding event
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caused by a crack in the rest of the moderate energy piping results in discharged
water volume of equal to or less than 4,000 ft! in both east and west areaThe flew-
path frm the Wil AT is through a c nI* Pipe line ontainiing two paralll sets of
mo~tor eperatod ':aiver with F.. wase 'aencacti cot. Theso walver. Are normally
ele.ed bu•G- tare-oeupn.ignal from.- the ractoFr Make up WatrF system. The
HELD3 it; eonOR~ARMi40y soncidorod to 888UF Whon the vaiver, of the roa t8r make
Up Water cyctOmA ha~ boeonA antu atod open and remain oponunil antuated cloced
by plant porcannol. The amount of time alottod to trancpire be•twen the HEL1D
cevnt and- tlocurop actufiatio-n 4s. ooncoFVatikly assumed to be 46 nmnutes-.
Dotootion of then HELD8 ocurc through multiple pathsC. The primnary path is tho
charging PUMP trip 199gic 60Fcui. The cooendary path is the char~ging pumpI roorn
leak dotoction syctom. In additiOR, the CVCS line from the RWASAT andth
chargling PUMPS eenAWAnc6 aa flewPA indicating orifiee which dually soreoc as an
indicator Of e~e8cc 41oW *fro the R'NSAT and RlGA AS flewF rectritor. Credit for the
flow rocticitien is Rot taken.

Fire Fighting Operations

Flooding contribution from fire-fighting operations is based on the full operation of
two hose stations for 2 hours. The flow rate from I hose station is 125 gpm. WNith
two stations operating for 2 hours, the total volume of water is 4,010 ft3.

DCD_03.04.
01-29

Based on the above, the worst case flooding on the west side of the RIB is a HELB at
15Q000Q447&z ft3. On the east side of the plant, the worst case flooding is an earthquake
followed by fire fighting operations due to an earthquake induced fire at 4 270670- ft3.

The square footage of floor area subject to flooding at elevation -26 ft, 4 in. is as follows:

- East side: 4,100 ft2

DCD_03.04.
01-29

West side: 4 2-00640 ft2

Based on these values, the maximum water levels are as follows:

IDCD 03.04.
01-29

DCD_03.04.
01-29

East side: 1.0524 ft above elevation -26 ft, 4 in.

West side: 3.58247- ft above elevation -26 ft, 4 in.

The SI pump and CS/RHR pump are installed in a room which prevents flow-in water by
water-tight door, and floor drains of these rooms are separated by closed valve or check
valve for each train. Therefore, the pumps are not flooded. Instrumentation of the SI
pump and CS/RHR pump are installed above the flood water level.

Elevation 3 ft, 7 in.

Flood waters occurring above elevation -26 ft, 4 in. drain to floor elevation -26 ft, 4 in.
through floor drains, stairwell, elevator shaft and/or equipment hatch. However, the
evaluation above elevation -26 ft, 4 in. conservatively assumes that the water drainage
will not reduce the flood water level at the floor of originf.o.d.ng water cA nt dr•aine.

DCD_03.04.
01-29
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The equipment to be protected in the east area of RCA at elevation 3 it, 7 in. are the A
and B train CS/RHR heat exchanger (HX), the A and B train safeguard component area
air handling unit, and the A train SFP pump. The equipment to be protected in the west
area of RCA at elevation 3 ft, 7 in. are the C and D train CS/RHR HX, the C and D train
safeguard component area air handling unit, and B train SFP pump.

The CS/RHR HX and the safeguard component area air handling unit are isolated by
concrete walls and water-tight door. Moreover, floor drains of these rooms are separated
from floor drains outside of these rooms and are also separated for each train. Therefore,
flood water is assumed to run across the area except the CS/RHR HX and the safeguard
component area air handling unit rooms.

Flood Events are considered as follows:

" Earthquake

The flood water volume is estimated on the basis of the amount of water DCD_03.04.

contained in non-seismic equipment or piping. The amount of water discharged in 01-29

the seismic event is 100 ft0 in both the east and west areaTho total wator '-lUF.m
keom the oarthquake ovont is same as that of olevatioA -26- i, 4 n

HELB/MELB

HELB event is not a concern, because the flood water discharged from the DCD_03.04.
postulated pipe break will immediately flow down to the lower floor level through 01-29

floor opening.

The total water volume from the MELB event is same as that of elevation -26 ft, 4
inat the d-iGch.arge nozzlo of theo%= C SO charging pump ocaure at a locat*on on a
lowhr floor loVol.

• Fire Fighting Operations

The total water volume from the fire fighting operation events is same as that of
elevation -26 it, 4 in.

Based on the flood events described above, the worst case results are from a
combination of earthquake and fire fighting operations. The total volume of flood water
caused by this combination is 4 1-1067-0 ft3 in both the east and west area. DCD 03.04.

01-29

The footage of subject area and the water level are as follows:
- East side: 7,250400 ft2 area, 0.5760 it water height above elevation 3 it, 7 in. DCD_03.04.

01-29

- West side: 5,200740 it2 area, 0.80_ it water height above elevation 3 it, 7 in.

CS/RHR HX and safeguard component area air handling unit are installed in the room
which prevents flow-in water by water-tight door, and floor drains of these rooms are
separated from floor drains outside of these rooms and are also separated for each train.

Tier 2 3.4-15 Re~on4
Tier 2 3.4-15 Ravomman 2
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Therefore, components are not flooded. The instrumentation of the CS/RHR HX and
safeguard component area air handling unit are installed above the flood water level.

The height (top of concrete) of A and B train SFP pump foundations are 1.0 ft above the
floor elevation 3 ft, 7 in. Therefore, the SFP pumps are not flooded.

Elevation 25 ft, 3 in.

The equipment to be protected in the east and west area of RCA elevation 25 ft, 3 in. are
the containment isolation valves in piping penetration room.

Flood Events are considered as follows:

" Earthquake

The amount of water discharged from non-seismic equipment or piping in the DCD 03.04.

seismic event is 100 ft! in the east area and 10 ft0 in the west areaTho total watr 01-29
volume • fro the eath-uak, ,- nt is same aso that of elevation 26 ft, 4 i.

" HELB/MELB

HELB event is not a concern, because the flood water discharged from the DCD_03.04.

postulated pipe break will immediately flow to the lower floor level through floor 01-29

opening.

The total water volume from the MELB event is same as that of elevation -26 ft, 4
,,postulated pipe broaf at the dicohargo nozzloe of the GCYS charigpm
oczurc at a location oA a loWor fl0o9r 10191.

" Fire Fighting Operations

The total water volume from the fire fighting operation events is same as that of
elevation -26 ft, 4 in.

Based on the flood events described above, the worst case results are from a
combination of earthquake and fire fighting operations. The total volume of flood water
caused by this combination is 4_110-;.7. ft3 in beth-the east area, and 4,020 ft! in the D0D03.04.
west area. 0129

The both east and west areas are isolated by concrete walls and the fireproof doors
and/or air-tight doors which are not water-tight. Therefore, flood water is assumed to run
across the each area.

The footage of subject area and the water level are as follows;

- East side: 9,45060W ft2 area, 0.4468 ft water height above elevation 25 ft, 3 in. DCD..03.04.
01-29

- West side: 7,200,60 ft2 area, 0.569 ft water height above elevation 25 ft, 3 in.

The containment isolation valve motors are installed above the flood water level.

Tier 2 
3.4-16

Tier 2 3.4-16
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Elevation 50 ft, 2 in.

The equipments to be protected in the east and west area of RCA elevation 50 ft, 2 in. are
annulus emergency exhaust filtration unit and junction boxes and cables in the electrical
penetration rooms.

Flood Events are considered as follows;

" Earthquake

The amount of water discharged from non-seismic equipment or piping in the DCD_03.04.

seismic event is 10 ft0 in the west area. There is no non-seismic water-containing 01-29

equipment or piping in the east area on this floorThe total watr ov-lume from the
oathquafto .... t i, sa...o as that of elevation 26 " f, 4 in.

" HELB/MELB

HELB event is not a concern, because there is no high energy piping on or above DCD_03.04.
this floor. 01-29

The total water volume from the MELB event is same as that of elevation -26 ft. 4
i~the postulatod pipe broak at the dicchargo Rozmle of the CYCS charigpm
ooourc at a location On R Ia :cI 1188F WWI.'l

Fire Fighting Operations

The total water volume from the fire fighting operation events is same as that of
elevation -26 ft, 4 in.

Based on the flood events described above, the worst case results are from a
combination of earthquake and fire fighting operations. The total volume of flood water
caused by this combination is 4 0106Q ft3 in beth-the east area and 4,020 0 in the
west area.

The both east and west areas are isolated by concrete walls and the fireproof doors
and/or air-tight doors which are not water-tight. Therefore, flood water is assumed to run
across the each area.

The footage of subject area and the water level are as follows:

- East side: 88W7 5_50 ft2 area, 0.486854 ft above elevation 50 ft, 2 in.

- West side: 6,650 ft2 area, 0.6176 ft above elevation 50 ft, 2 in.

The annulus emergency exhaust filtration unit foundations (top of concrete) height is 1.0 ft
above floor elevation 50 ft, 2in. As such, the annulus emergency exhaust filtration units
are not flooded. The junction boxes and cables in the electrical penetration rooms is
designed to be located at heights above the level of flood water.

Elevation 76 ft, 5 in.

DCD 03.04.
01-29

DCD_03.04.
01-29
DCD_03.04.
01-29 SO1

Tier 2 3.4-17 Tier2 3.-17Rovidge
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Elevation 76 ft, 5 in. of the RCA is divided into two areas, east and west, by concrete wall
and water-tight doors and the fuel handling area. The fuel handling area is isolated by
installing the water-tight doors to walkway and/or doorways of stairwell to prevent flood
water by sloshing of SFP spilling to other area.

The equipment to be protected from internal flooding on elevation 76 if, 5 in. of the RCA
are junction boxes and cables connected to the PCCV penetrations in the east and west
electrical penetration areas.

There is no equipment to be protected in the fuel handling area.

Flood Events are considered as follows;

0 Earthquake

The amount of water discharaed from non-seismic eouioment or oinina in the

seismic event is 10 ft0 in the west area. There is no non-seismic water-containing
equipment or piping in the east area on this floorTho total water vt:humc from the
ociringuaiko event is some as that ef eoevemRio .I R, qR.

HELB/MELB

DCD_03.04.
01-29

DCD_03.04.
01-29

HELB event is not a concern, because there is no high energy piping on or above
this floor.

The total water volume from the MELB event is same as that of elevation -26 ft, 4
withe poctulatod pipe break aet the d~iAcohargo nozzlo ef the CVCS oSharg*ng pumpý
89SUrc St 8 o6aV•liO On a ioworI 1oFr Iooi,

Fire Fighting Operations

The total water volume from the fire fighting operation events is same as that of
elevation -26 it, 4 in.

Based on the flood events described above, the worst case results are from a
combination of earthquake and fire fighting operations. The total volume of flood water
caused by this combination is 4.i.6•7 ft3 in beth-the east area and 4,020 ft- in the
west area.

I DCD_03.04.
01-29

The both east and west areas are isolated by concrete walls and the fireproof doors and/
or air-tight doors which are not water-tight. Therefore, flood water is assumed to run
across the each area.

The footage of subject area and the water level are as follows:

- East side: 5 90064,60 it2 area, 0.__4 It above elevation 76 ft, 5 in.

- West side: 644_900 ft2 area, 0.708W3 It above elevation 76 ft, 5 in.

DCD_03.04.
01-29

DCD_03.04.
01-29 S01

Tier 2 3.4-18 Re~eR4
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The junction boxes and cables in the electrical penetration rooms are__ designed to be DCD_03.04.
located at heights above the level of flood water. 01-29

3.4.1.5.2.2 NRCA

The NRCA is arranged into rooms/compartments to provide a physical separation of the
water containing components from the electrical components. This separation, along with
the associated physical barriers (concrete walls and floors), minimizes the probability of
component leaks affecting the electrical components.

All floors in the NRCA of the R/B are divided into the two areas, east and west, by
concrete walls and/or water-tight doors. The concrete walls are designed to prevent flood
water migration from one safety train to another. This is accomplished by installing piping,
electrical conduit, HVAC duct, cable trays, etc., penetrations above the maximum flood
level and/or by sealing penetrations.

Two types of drain systems are provided in the NRCA of the R/B - an equipment drain
system and a room/compartment floor drain system. The equipment drain system collects
water leaking from components and routes the leakage to the non-radioactive drain
sump. The floor drain water is also routed to the non-radioactive drain sump at elevation
-26 ft, 4 in. The floor drains of the east areas are connected and finally go into the A-R/B
non-radioactive sump. The floor drains of west areas are connected and finally go into the
B-R/B non-radioactive sump. There is no cross-connection between east area drains and
west area drains. Therefore, east and west areas are evaluated as independent areas.

The drains from the NRCA of A/B and the PS/B are also collected in the R/B non-
radioactive sumps. The water in the R/B non-radioactive sumps is transferred to the T/B
sump by sump pumps. The evaluation of flooding in the NRCA area of the R/B
conservatively excludes the use of the sump pump.

The drains from the main steam (MS) / feedwater (FW) piping area is directly collected in

the T/B sump. The MS/FW piping area is addressed separately below.

Elevation -26 ft, 4 in.

The systems to be protected at elevation -26 ft, 4 in. of the NRCA of the R/B are the four
trains (A, B, C, and D) of the component cooling water (CCW) heat exchanger and pump
and four trains (A, B ,C and D) of the emergency feedwater (EFW) pump.

The east side includes the two trains (A and B) of the CCW HX and pump rooms, and two
trains (A and B) of the EFW pump room. The west side includes the two trains (C and D)
of the CCW HX and pump room, and two trains (C and D) of the EFW pump room.

Equipment rooms are isolated by concrete walls and the fireproof doors which are not
water-tight. Therefore, flood water is assumed to run across the area.

In addition, since the doorways to the PS/B which adjoined each east and west area of
R/B are not water-tight, flood water of the NRCA of R/B is assumed to flow into the whole
area of the PS/B, elevation -26 ft, 4 in.

Tier 2 3.4-19 pkwieie"
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Therefore, the subject area of east is the east side of RIB and PS/B. Similarly, the subject
area of west is the west side of R/B and PS/B.

Flood events are considered as follows:

0 Earthquake

Most of the water-containing equipment and piping in the NRCA of the RIB and
PS/B are excluded from flooding source because they are designed to withstand
Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE). The flood water volume is estimated on the

DCD_03.04.
01-29

basis of the amount of water contained in other non-seismic eauioment or DiDina.

The amount of water discharged in the seismic event is &4Q700 ft! in both the east DCD_03.04.
and west areas..In the fooding ... n.t. anu....d. ." n .. . th. ake. the fell• .... 101-29 SO1
......... A .... -- II L

8amp9nonic Wre aGSURlOO W fall ana r868 8A11 AlT 'iFni 8onFRoic:

NOn .. o.mic .atogor; . piping i, tho NRCA of the R 13, total v.lume of wator

hold by these pipe linGo c70f~

l-A Non colmis catogor; I comRpononto in the Sdjaeent A/B aro concidorod
damaged. -ftor from thAco failed oempononts is eeRsewat:voly assumedto
floW to, the WRGA portion -of tho RIBR through floor draiRc. The 08omPononte in-
thocoe build-ingc which aro not 60ojoMi GategOy I Wro accoolatod wiA.th tho
dominoralizod water system, non saft* chilled water. The toal vehime of
Water held by these syctems is 1,59900 . RincA 48oor draino of tho NIRC.A of th
AM aro colloetod by AGn rAdioActiyo drain SUm:p, the watar. of these aroac
dooc-A not flow int the east amea. Thoroforo, the Water gonr8at~d_ in tho NRC
Of tho NB ic6 takon WnO conciderAtion only to evaluaWAo of the west amea.

HELB/MELB

HELB event is not a concern, bi ~ii~ morn nrn no ninnn broifti' hioh ~rn
... ... . .. .. ri-r'- -e ... .. a m ........ ... 8F

DCD_03.04.
01-29

a".ume.n" ; o•-r FIn. :. cu-BJ are breaK OT turbine ariven emergency Teeawater
Rump steam piping drain line, which is the only high energy line in these areas,
results in less severe flooding event than that caused by earthquake concurrent
with fire-fighting operation.

Moderate energy piping whose failure may leads to discharge of more than 4,000
ft! of water is designed not to be subject to the pipe break postulation by means of
route and support design. Therefore, the most severe postulated flooding event
caused by a crack in the rest of the moderate energy piping results in discharged
water volume of ecual to or less than 4.000 ftl in both east and west area.

Fire Fighting Operations

The flooding contribution from fire fighting operations is based on the full
operation of two hose stations for 2 hours. The flow rate from one hose station is
125 gpm. With two stations operating for 2 hours, the total volume of water is
4, 010 ft3.

Tier 2 3.4-20 Rauordan 2
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Based on the flood events described above, the worst case results are from a
combination of earthquake and fire fighting operations. The total volume of flood water
caused by this combination is as follows:

- East side: 4,5507-44 ft3  DCD_03.04.
01-29

- West side: 47106606,3&N ft3  DCD 03.04.

01-29 Sal

The square footage of floor area subject to flooding at elevation -26 feet, 4 inches is as
follows:

- East side: 110,500 ft2  DCD_03.04.

01-29

- West side: 110,1600 ft2

Base on these values, the maximum water level is as follows:

- East side: 0.406 ft above elevation -26 ft, 4 in. DCD_03.04.
01-29

- West side: 0.43460 ft above elevation -26 Ift, 4 in. DCD_03.04.
01-29 S01

The pump foundations (top of concrete) height is 1.0 foot above floor elevation -26 ft, 4 in.
As such, the pumps are not flooded. The instrumentation of each pump is designed to be
located at heights above the level of flood water.

Elevation 3 ft, 7 in.

Flood waters occurring above elevation -26 ft, 4 in. drain to floor elevation -26 ft, 4 in.
through floor drains, stairwell, elevator shaft and/or equipment hatch. However, the
evaluation above elevation -26 ft, 4 in. conservatively assumes that the water drainage I DCD_03.04.

will not reduce the flood water level at the floor of ori1in.. ato. ic not ,in. 01-29

The equipment to be protected in the east area of NRCA at elevation 3 ft, 7 in. are the A
and B train Class 1 E electrical panels. Similarly, the equipment to be protected in the west
area is the C and D train Class 1 E electrical panels. The Class 1 E electrical panel rooms
are isolated from corridor by concrete walls and water-tight door. There are no floor drains
in the Class 1 E electrical panel rooms.

Since the doorway between the corridor in the east PS/B and east area of the RIB at DCD_03.04.

elevation 3 ft, 7 in. is not water-tight, flood water in the east NRCA of the R/B is assumed 01-29

to flow into the east PS/B. and vice versa.

Flood events are considered as follows:

Earthquake

The flood water volume is estimated on the basis of the amount of water. DCD_03.04.
contained in non-seismic equipment or piping. The amount of water discharged in 01-29

the seismic event is 10 ft0 in both the east and west area ,The tta "otcr "olu,,
fro~m. the oarthguako o t ic samo es thalt. of. slovat--n -26- #, 4 in.

Tier 2 3.4-21 Revasoe" 3
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" HELB/MELB

HELB event is not a concern, because break of drain piping for turbine driven DCD-03.04.

emergency feedwater pump steam piping results in less severe flooding event 0129

than that caused by earthquake concurrent with fire-fighting operation.

The total water volume from the MELB event is same as that of elevation -26 ft, 4

inhor Wro no piping bWeeks, Which Wre assumod to oocWr On the subjoct arca.

" Fire Fighting Operations

The total water volume from the fire fighting operation events is same as that of
elevation -26 ft, 4 in.

Based on the flood events described above, the worst case results are from a
combination of earthquake and fire fighting operations. The total volume of flood water
caused by this combination is 4,020.714 ft3 in both the east and west area. DCD_- 03.04.

01-29

The footage of corridor area and the water level are as follows:

- East side: 4-34-600 ft2 area, 0.943.44 ft above elevation 3 ft, 7 in. DCD_03.04.
0 1-29

- West side:1,500 ft2 area, 2.683-44 ft above elevation 3 ft, 7 in.

Class 1 E electrical panels are installed in the room which prevents flow-in water by water-
tight door. Therefore, panels are not flooded.

Elevation 25 ft, 3 in.

The equipment to be protected in the NRCA portion of elevation 25 ft, 3 in. is the main
control panel and Class 1E I&C panels. The main control room and Class 1E I&C rooms
are isolated from corridor by concrete walls and water-tight door.

Flood events are considered as follows;

" Earthquake

The flood water volume is estimated on the basis of the amount of water DCD_03.04.
contained in non-seismic equipment or piping. The amount of water discharged in 01-29

the seismic event is 10 ft! in both the east and west areaTho total water "eolU-mo
from. the oarthgualto AoWant is cAmeA Ss that of ooaWA48ian 26 ftt,4-Wi.

" High-Energy Line Break/Moderate-Energy Line Break (HELB/MELB)

HELB event is not a concern, because break of drain piping for turbine driven DCD_03.04.
emergency feedwater pump steam piping results in less severe flooding event 01-29
than that caused by earthquake concurrent with fire-fighting operation.

The total water volume from the MELB event is same as that of elevation -26 ft, 4
inthoro ore no AGPiping brIFO , Which are ac..-od to oo-r in the .Ubj•ts area.

Tier 2 3.4-22 Re~e~4
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Fire Fighting Operations

The total water volume from the fire fighting operation events is same as that of
elevation -26 ft, 4 in.

Croo~ks aro- Rot poctubtod in the caRnitwir piping locitod in thO NAO-R- rcinc3- it- ic 1In
.~nomin ..... ,....r mdo.ato GnRG.. fluid y•, .•m pi-pi-.Since the potable and sanitary
water system (PSWS) piping within the MCR compartment is moderate-energy fluid
system piping which is designed to be excluded from the postulation of leakage crack
during normal plant operation, and is designed as seismic category II to ensure its
integrity during and after the SSE, the PSWS piping within the MCR compartment is not
postulated to crack or break.

Based on the flood events described above, the worst case results are from a
combination of earthquake and fire fighting operations. The total volume of flood water
caused by this combination is 4,020;40 ft3 in both the east and west area.

The footage of corridor area and the water level are as follows;

- East side: 1,500 ft2 area, 2.68.•44 ft above elevation 25 ft, 3 in.

- West side: 1,70660 ft2 area, 2.3786 ft above elevation 25 ft, 3 in.

The Class 1 E I&C panels are installed in the room, which prevents flow-in water by the
use of barriers and water-tight doors. Therefore, panels are not flooded. The MCR subject
to regular access is protected from flooding by the use of barriers.

The MCR penetrations are designed to prevent water from flowing in by applying
appropriate sealing features. The HVAC ducts coming from the MCR air handling units
and the filter train units are routed horizontally above the postulated flooding level. The
vertical HVAC ducts penetrate the MCR ceiling and are welded to embedded sleeves for
penetration. The HVAC duct sections of concern and the embedded sleeves are
designed to withstand the hydrostatic load of flooding. The penetrations of sanitary pipes
also use the embedded sleeves (southem exterior wall of the R/B). Cables enter the MCR
from beneath the raised MCR floor, and the penetrations at the control room envelope
boundary may contain a liquid or clay filling and are water sealed. Therefore, flooding of
the MCR through those penetrations is precluded through the use of appropriate sealing
features.

Elevation 50 ft, 2 in.

The equipment to be protected in the elevation 50 ft, 2 in. of the NRCA is the MCR air
handling units, Class 1 E electrical room air handling units, and MCR emergency filtration
units.

Flood events are considered as follows;

• Earthquake

DCD_03.04.
01-31

DCD 03.04.
01-29

DCD_03.04.
01-29
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There is no non-seismic water-containing equipment or piping in both the east and DCOD 03.04.
west areas on or above this floorThe tota W"tor ";olumo fom the earthquake 01-29
eyent is same as that of olo';ation 26 #t, 4 in.

" High-Energy Line Break/Moderate-Energy Line Break (HELB/MELB)

HELB event is not a concern, because there are no piping breaks, which are
assumed to occur in the subject area.

The total water volume from the MELB event is same as that of elevation -26 ft, 4 1DD 03.04.
in. 01-2i

" Fire Fighting Operations

The total water volume from the fire fighting operation events is same as that of
elevation -26 ft, 4 in.

Based on the flood events described above, the worst case results are from a- DCD_03.04.
c .mbination of oar.hq•ak.-f -• fire fighting operations. The total volume of flood water 01-29

caused by this event eembif,,tie- is 4,0710 ft3 in both the east and west area.

The footage of subject area and the water level are as follows;

- East side: 5,150400 ft2 area, 0.788 ft above elevation 50 ft, 2 in. DCD_03.04.
01-29

- West side: 5,250600 ft2 area, 0.7786 ft above elevation 50 ft, 2 in.

The MCR air handling units, Class 1 E electrical room air handling units, as well as the
MCR emergency filter units have a steel frame base installed on the top of the concrete
foundations. The additional height of this base results in a total of 1.5 feet between the
floor level and the filtration units. Therefore, when considering the steel frame base units,
the current design has sufficient margin (i.e., 0.7263 feet above the postulated flood level) I DCD 03.04.
to protect against the postulated flooding. 01-29

Elevation 76 ft, 6 in.

Elevation 76 ft, 5 in. of the NRCA is divided into the MS/FW piping area and other areas
by concrete walls and water-tight doors. Moreover, the MS/FW piping area is divided into
the two areas, east and west, by the concrete wall.

The equipment to be protected in the MS/FW piping area is the MS isolation valve, main
feedwater isolation valve (MFIV), and MS depressurization valve.

The equipment to be protected in the subject area, except the MS/FW piping area, is the
instrumentation of the EFW pit, and the remote shutdown console within the remote
shutdown room.

Flood events in the MS/FW piping area are considered as follows:

0 Earthquake
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The amount of water discharqed from non-seismic equipment or piping in the DCD_03.04.

seismic event is 2,700 ft3 in both the east and west areasThe totlalwa'tr "-o'u-mo 01-29

from- tho oarthguake event is same -as that of elmomation -296 #-, Iin.

• HELB/MELB

In the flooding events caused by the postulated failure of piping, the high energy
piping consists of main steam, feedwater, and SG blowdown piping, within the
MS/FW piping area. A rupture of the feedwater piping in this area represents the
worst case flooding scenario for this area. This is based on a 1.0 ft2 break, as
defined in Section 3.6, in the feedwater piping upstream of the feedwater check
valve. The rupture at this point results in feedwater from the SG and from within
the associated feedwater piping flow back into and flooding the compartment. In
addition, the main feedwater pump is assumed to be pumping at the maximum
flowrate. As a result of this scenario, the water level in the SG would decline
resulting in a low level alarm/signal from the SG water level indication
instrumentation. The low water signal initiates the feedwater isolation circuit.
Based on actuation of the feedwater isolation circuit, the main feedwater pump is
tripped, which stops the main feedwater pump. The volume of water which floods
the main steam/feedwater pipe/relief valve compartment, based on the time
required to reach the low water level set point, is 12,180 ft3. The flood water
occurring in the main steam/feed water piping room is drained to the T/B sump
through the floor drain. Conservatively assuming that the drain line is clogged, the
flood water will not be discharged by way of the floor drain.

Leakage cracks in moderate-energy piping do not result in flooding more severe IDCD_03.04.
than the rupture of the feedwater piping. 101-29

Fire Fighting Operations

The total water volume from the fire fighting operation events is same as that of
elevation -26 ft, 4 in.

Based on the above, the worst case flooding in the MS/FW piping area is a piping rupture
at 12,180 ft3. The floor area of the MS/FW piping area is 2,640 ft2; therefore the water
level caused by piping rupture area is 4.62 ft above elevation 65 ft, 0 in, the bottom of the DcD o3.04.
MS/FW piping area. The actuators of valve to be protected are designed to be located at 0129"s01
heights above the level of flood water. In addition, the bottom of doorways to the MS/FW
piping area is at elevation 76 ft, 5 in. This is 11 ft, 5 in. above the floor at elevation
65 ft, 0 in, and the doorways are located at a level that is higher than the level of flood
water. Therefore, the flood water flow from the MS/FW piping area to the balance of the
NRCA portion of the R/B is not a consideration.

Flood events in the subject area except MS/FW piping room are considered as follows;

• Earthquake

There is no non-seismic water-containing eguipment or piping in both the east and I DCD_03.04.
west areas on or above this floorThe total W... . U... Ifrom the oartgU8k4, .01-29
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o.ont is camo 8c that of olo'.otI DCD_03.04.
26 4, 4 in. Thor- FW p, t is i.olatd by ;..talig the Wat. r tight deoor to do"o":ay 01-29

to p....... flood W^ator by Slo^hing 8f EFW Pit ,pilli^g to othor.aroThe EFW pit is DCD_03.04.

isolated by installing the water-tight doors to doorway to prevent flood water by 01-29 SOl
sloshing of EFW pit spilling to other area.

" HELB/MELB

HELB event is not a concern, because maximum flood level within the MS/FW
piping area is well below the door elevation as described above, and there are no DCD_03.04.
high energy piping breaks which are assumed to occur outside of the MS/FW 01-29

areas on or above this floor.

The total water volume from the MELB event is same as that of elevation -26 ft. 4
in.

" Fire Fighting Operations

The total water volume from the fire fighting operation events is same as that of
elevation -26 ft, 4 in.

Based on the flood events described above, the worst case results are from-a- DCD_03.04.
combination of , ath.uako and. fire fighting operations. The total volume of flood water 01-29

caused by this eventeemb4atief is 4,010 ft3 in both the east and west area.

The footage of subject area and the water level are as follows;

- East side: 3,150 ft2 area, 1 .2860 ft above elevation 76 ft, 5 in. DCD-03.04.
0 1-29

- West side: 3,550800 ft2 area, 1.1324 ft above elevation 76 ft, 5 in.

The instrumentation of the EFW pit is designed to be located at heights above the level of
flood water. The remote shutdown console is installed in the remote shutdown room.
There is no piping and therefore no flooding sources inside the remote shutdown room.
In addition, the remote shutdown room is protected from in-flow of water from flood
sources by a water-tight door.

3.4.1.5.3 R/B Flooding Events Impacting PSIB

The US-APWR PS/B includes an east and west PS/B that are adjoined by the NRCA of
R/B.

The doorways provide potential flow paths from the NRCA of R/B to the PS/B. These
flooding events are evaluated on a compartment basis.

All floors in the NRCA of the R/B are divided into two areas, east and west, by concrete
walls and/or water-tight doors. The floor drain water is also routed to the non-radioactive
drain sump at elevation -26 ft, 4 in. The floor drains of the east areas are connected and
finally go into the A-R/B non-radioactive sump. The floor drains of west areas are
connected and finally go into the B-R/B non-radioactive sump. There is no cross-
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connection between east and west area drains. Therefore, east and west areas are
evaluated as independent areas.

Elevation -26 ft, 4 in.

The equipment to be protected in the east area of PS/B at elevation -26 ft, 4 in. are the A
and B train Essential Chiller Units. Equipment to be protected in the west area are the C
and D train Essential Chiller Units.

In both the east and west area, each room is divided a;ea is icslatod by a fire rated door I DCD_03.04.
instead of a water-tight door. Therefore, flood water is assumed to run across the entire 01-29

area. In addition, the door to the adjoined NRCA of RIB is not a water-tight door, and the
flood water from NRCA RIB is assumed to run across the PS/B.

Flood Events are considered as follows;

Earthquake

Most of the water-containing equipment and piping in the NRCA of the RIB and DCD_03.04.
PS/B are excluded from floodinq source because they are designed to withstand 01-29
Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE). The flood water volume is estimated on the
basis of the amount of water contained in other non-seismic equipment or piping.

The amount of water discharged in the seismic event is 640700 ft! in both the east DCD_03.04.
and west areasl, the flooding ... nt. .aus.d by an ea.thquak. , the following 01-29 SO1

comHponent6 Weo OaccmoAd- to flail AnR.d- roloacg --all o~f t-hoirl 9-entonc

- Non iciatcge; i piping in the NRCA of the FUR, total elVmmo f• waterV

held by thoso Pipe linoc ic 700 &A~

- Non soesmie catcgety I GBomponent in tho adjcOnt AIR aroA eoneidorcd
damaged. is tr froma thoo failed a mponoti concernAObcasly assumed to-
flew to th NRA sea poiong f the line throuh foor doain. Tho enerqlOnetc in
these buildiars Whieh Wut it leieerie o ategent t Wro a useoiatod with the

domioralzodwater cyctemf, and non safot ohilled Wator cycteff. The to'a
oelume of watop hold by those systems leads tdih. arine Goeore drain of tha0
f-RC.Ao of the is B ad e nellottod by non radioteative drain ouMP, 1t4o bymatn of
these aroac d~eo not flowO into t-he cootG area. ThSerforo, the Water gonoratod
in the NRCA of the NB3 is taken inO eanoidoratin in the ovaluation Of the Woot
aFea.

HELB/MELB

HELB event is not a concern, because break of turbine driven emnergency
feedwater pump steam piging drain line, which is the only high energy line in
these areas. results in less severe floodinci event than that caused by earthguake
concurrent with fire-fighting operation.

Moderate energy piping whose failure may leads to discharge of more than 4.000
0t of water is designed not to be subiect to the pipe break postulation by means of

DCD_03.04.
01-29
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route and support design. Therefore, the most severe postulated flooding event DCD_03.04.
caused by a crack in the rest of the moderate energy piping results in discharged 01-29

water volume of equal to or less than 4,000 ft0 in both east and west areatwhee-are
n 1piin broakc, w:hish We assumed to occUr in the Subjoot 8rpa.

Fire Fighting Operations

The flooding contribution from fire fighting operations is based on the full
operation of two hose stations for 2 hours. The flow rate from one hose station is
125 gpm. With two stations operating for 2 hours, the total volume of water is
4,010 ft3.

Based on the flood events described above, the worst case results are from a
combination of earthquake and fire fighting operations. The total volume of flood water
caused by this combination is as follows:

- East side: 4,550740 ft3  DCD_03.04.
01-29

- West side: 6-,3004.710160 ft3  DCD_03.04.
01-29 S01

The square footage of floor area subject to flooding at elevation -26 feet, 4 inches is as
follows:

- East side: 110,500 ft2 (this area includes R/B NRCA floor area) DCD_03.04.

01-29

- West side: 110,1600 ft2 (this area includes RIB NRCA floor area)

Based on these values, the maximum water level is as follows:

- East side: 0.406 ft above elevation -26 ft, 4 in. DCD_03.04.
01-29

- West side: 0.43440 ft above elevation -26 ft, 4 in. DCD..03.04.
01-29 S01

The pump foundations (top of concrete) height is 1.0 foot above floor elevation -26 ft, 4 in.
As such, the pumps are not flooded. The instrumentation of each pump is designed to be
located at heights above the level of flood water.

Elevation 3 ft, 7 in.

The equipment to be protected in the east area of PS/B at elevation 3 ft, 7 in. are the A
and B train Class 1 E GTG. Similarly, the equipment to be protected in the west area is the
C and D train Class 1E GTG Since the doorway between the corridor in the east PS/B DCD_03.04.

and east area of the R/B at elevation 3 ft, 7 in. is not water-tight, flood water in the east 01-29

NRCA of the R/B is assumed to flow into the east PS/B, and vice versa. The Class I E
GTG rooms are isolated from corridor of R/B NRCA and corridor of east PS/B by concrete
walls and water-tight door. There are no floor drains in the Class 1 E GTG rooms.

Flood events are considered as follows:

* Earthquake
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The flood water volume is estimated on the basis of the amount of water. DCD 03.04.
contained in non-seismic eguipment or piping. The amount of water discharged in 01-29

the seismic event is 10 ft! in both the east and west areaTh, total wator "-um I
from !he arthguakc event is. same A- that- of. lvatin 26 fl, 4 in.

• HELB/MELB

HELB event is not a concern, because break of drain piping for turbine driven DCD_03.04.
emergency feedwater pump steam piping results in less severe flooding event 01-29

than that caused by earthquake concurrent with fire-fighting operation.

The total water volume from the MELB event is same as that of elevation -26 ft, 4
inthora Wro no piping braakc, whish aro assumed to oocur in the cubjoct aroa.

Fire Fighting Operations

The total water volume from the fire fighting operation events is same as that of
elevation -26 ft, 4 in.

Based on the flood events described above, the worst case results are from a
combination of earthquake and fire fighting operations. The total volume of flood water
caused by this combination is 4,020.7-4 ft3 in both the east and west area. DCD 03.04.

01-29"S01

The footage of corridor area and the water level are as follows:

- East side: 4043_.00 ft2 area, 0.94344 ft above elevation 3 ft, 7 in. DCD_03.04.

01-29

- West side: The entire floor of the west area of PS/B at elevation 3 ft, 7 in. consists
of water tight compartment ,600 area, 3.14 4f abovo ol.VAon3 n.

Class 1 E GTG are installed in the room which prevents flow-in water by water-tight door.

Therefore, GTG room is not flooded.

3.4.2 Analysis Procedures

The static and dynamic effects of the design-basis flood or groundwater conditions, which
are identified in Section 2.4, are applied to seismic category I structures. Section 3.8
specifies the applicable codes, standards, and specifications used in the design of
seismic category I structures. The loads and load combination subsections of Section 3.8
take into consideration the static and dynamic loadings on seismic category I structures
including hydrostatic loading as the result of the design-basis flood and/or ground
conditions identified in Section 2.4. Section 3.8 also provides the design and analysis
procedures used to transform the static and dynamic effects of the DBFL and ground
water levels applied to seismic category I structures to assure their design meet the
applicable acceptance criteria.

The COL Applicant is to identify any site-specific physical models used to predict
prototype performance of hydraulic structures and systems involving an unusual design
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